UNIVERSITY NIGHT
CELEBRATING HBCUs

JOIN STUDENTS, ALUMNI AND SUPPORTERS FROM COPPIN
AND OTHER HBCUS AT ORIOLE PARK AT CAMDEN YARDS
FOR HBCU NIGHT. SHOW YOUR SCHOOL PRIDE WITH A
NIGHT OUT AT THE PARK!

THURSDAY, SEPT. 28 | 6:35PM

COPPIN SPECIFIC SECTION: 72/73

PROMO CODE: COPPIN

$5 OF EVERY TICKET SOLD WILL BENEFIT THE
CSU DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION!

1. VISIT THE LINK BELOW AND ENTER YOUR PROMO CODE
2. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO CHOOSE A SPECIFIC SECTION, CLICK
   ‘PICK SEATS’ AT THE TOP OF THE TICKET PURCHASE SCREEN
3. CLICK THE DROPDOWN UNDER SECTION TO FIND YOUR SCHOOL’S
   SPECIFIC SECTION
4. CHOOSE YOUR NUMBER OF SEATS AND CLICK ADD TO CART
5. COMPLETE THE PURCHASE PROCESS AND YOU WILL RECEIVE AN
   EMAIL WITH INSTRUCTIONS ON ACCESSING YOUR MOBILE TICKETS

HTTPS://WWW.MLB.COM/ORIOLES/TICKETS/SPECIALS/HBCU-NIGHT

THERE IS AN ADDITIONAL 10% SERVICE CHARGE PER TICKET. FOR ANY QUESTIONS
OR ACCESSIBLE SEATING, PLEASE CALL DPARE MANTHEY AT 410-547-3448.